
“In the past, 
our weed control  
methods consisted mostly of 
manual weeding. Since we started 
using these products we’ve cut our 
hoeing crew down by almost 70%. 
It’s a big cost savings for us.  
We are now able to use less people 
and concentrate the people we do 
have on more productive work. We 
apply SureGuard in the fall and it 
carries us through at least to the 
summer, so when we’re in spring 
rush we aren’t wasting our labour 
on weeding. We apply BroadStar in 
our container yard early in spring 
before weeds germinate, and if we 
don’t get it on in time we’ll hand 
weed the pots first then apply it.”

– Bill Putzer, M. Putzer Hornby Nursery Ltd. 
 Milton, ON

Welcome to Nursery Nufarmer,  
a publication for the  
Canadian nursery market from  
Nufarm. Inside, you’ll find  
information about our leading  
herbicides BroadStar® and 
SureGuard®, and comments from 
researchers and satisfied users. 

Nufarm has a proud history  
of marketing crop protection 
products to the Canadian market. 
And through an exclusive 
partnership with Valent Canada, 
we are pleased to market the 
company’s BroadStar and 
SureGuard herbicides to the 
Canadian nursery market.

Every product we sell offers an 
innovative solution – product 
formulations, packaging and 
customer service. Both BroadStar 
and SureGuard offer a new  
pre-emergent weed control option 
for nursery operators. With excellent 
broad-spectrum, long-lasting control  
of broadleaf weeds and grasses, 
BroadStar and SureGuard both contain 
a novel mode of action for resistance 
management.

I hope this information is helpful as you 
consider weed control strategies for 
your nursery operation. If you have any 
questions, please send me a note.

“We’re mostly 
a container operation.  
We decided to try BroadStar to 
add an extra herbicide into our 
rotation with our other herbicides 
so we don’t build up resistance to 
some weeds. BroadStar covers a 
large range of weeds, and that’s 
what we liked about it. BroadStar 
has saved us a lot because we only 
apply one herbicide twice a year, 
in a single application.”

– Vince Bron, Bron and Sons Nursery 
 Grand Forks, BC

BroadStar  
and SureGuard  
have given us a  
valuable tool and our nursery is far 
cleaner than it has ever been. They 
provide the most broad spectrum 
control of any herbicides we have 
used. We have better growth in 
our field and container operation. 
And when we ship our products 
we don’t have to double check for 
weeds. We’re shipping better 
products and spending less time 
weeding.

– John Byland, Bylands Nurseries Ltd.  
 Kelowna, BC

Cédrière Etchemin  
has been producing cedars, 
perennials and shrubs for the  
past 12 years. Owner and manager 
Martin Fontaine is also responsible 
for the production of annual 
flowers at Lizotte Greenhouses  
at the same site.

“I hate walking in the nursery  
and seeing weeds. That’s why  
I recommend BroadStar herbicide,” 
says Fontaine. He estimates that 
BroadStar saves 800 – 1,000  
hours of hand-weeding labour.  

“My employees love this product.”

Fontaine uses BroadStar mainly 
during the spring months in his 
newly transplanted shrubs and 
cedars. He applies BroadStar to 
control his main problem weeds, 
common chickweed and sheep 
sorrel, as well as dandelions, 
quackgrass, lamb’s-quarters and 
pigweed. “I’m very pleased with 
the results and BroadStar is easier 
to use than other herbicides,”  
he says.

– Martin Fontaine, Cédrière Etchemin 
 Saint-Jean-Chrysostome, QC

Nicole Doyon, 
CEO of Béchédor Inc.  
likes the longer residual effect  
of SureGuard. The nursery uses 
SureGuard to control weeds 
between its forest plant pots,  
in border areas and in the middle 
of plot roads of transplanted 
Christmas tree seedlings.

“In the spring, trees are not 
invaded by weeds because 
SureGuard is still working, 
sometimes even into the fall,”  
says Doyon. “The granular 
formulation is easy to handle, 
prepare and apply.”

Renelle Morin 
is also very satisfied  
with the performance of 
SureGuard. She’s the operations 
manager at Béchédor, and that 
makes efficiency particularly 
important. “SureGuard saves on 
the cost of labour to hire another 
full-time employee,” says Morin.

Béchédor has plans to 
incorporate BroadStar into its 
weed control strategies in 2014 
– applying it in spring on young 
potted cedars to control any 
emerged weeds.

Founded in 1982, Béchédor 
operates 18 private nurseries 
in Quebec, producing more 
than 10 million forest plan 
seedlings per year.

– Nicole Doyon et Renelle Morin,  
Béchédor Inc. 
St-Prosper-de-Dorchester, QC
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BC RESEARCHER PUTS BROADSTAR 
TO THE TEST
Consultant Mario Lanthier took part in a three-year study on nursery 
herbicide BroadStar. The study, conducted through CropHealth 
Advising & Research – a private research company based in British 
Columbia – set out to determine what weeds the product works on, 
how well it works and if the plants can tolerate an application.

“At the time we started the research, we had three weeds not being 
controlled by herbicides already on the market – snapweed/bittercrest, 
groundsel and liverwort,” says Lanthier. “We still have these weeds but 
using BroadStar in containers has reduced them into almost nothing.”

Trials were conducted in southern Alberta and interior and coastal regions 
of British Columbia.

“We did a number of trials and set up with some plants not treated, and 
some plants treated with different rates of the herbicide – including two 
and four times the label rate to mimic incorrect field applications to see if 
that would trigger problems,” says Lanthier.

Lanthier and his team tested BroadStar on more than 30 plants, giving them 
a good perspective on how the product works, and observe any issues with 
plant injury or tolerance to the herbicide.

“What we found with our BroadStar research is that it is safest to use it on late 
dormant plants coming out of the winter with no foliage,” he says. If BroadStar 
touches green foliage it causes a burn spot.

While nursery growers often want to use a herbicide pre-emergent at the 
end of the summer for winter annual leaves on plants that germinate in late 
August early September, there is a risk of burning on the leaves.

“BroadStar is designed to kill plant foliage. So when applying a second 
application of BroadStar for the winter annuals, it’s important to use irrigation 
immediately following application to wash the product out of the plant foliage. 
This moves the product down on  
to the container surface where we 
want it for herbicide application,”  
he explains.

The researchers also studied the issue 
of using BroadStar on dormant plants, 
and whether this posed any later problems for plants. “We use BroadStar on 
dormant plants coming out of the winter when the buds are still closed. And we 
wondered what happens down the road,” says Lanthier.

A liquid application of BroadStar was applied on top of dormant plants, and from 
what Lanthier saw, when the leaves later emerged there was no damage or concern. 

“Except if the buds were swelling and cracking open when the herbicide was applied, 
the very first leaves to emerge showed damage from the herbicide, but growth 
subsequent had absolutely no problems whatsoever. We saw no problems with 
BroadStar translocating inside the plant. There was some damage at application 
but nothing the next week.”

Lanthier also cautions to read the label for plant tolerance and conduct a small test for 
plants not currently listed. “This is a great herbicide, very safe on most ornamental 
plants” he says. “However, in our trials, spirea and hydrangea showed severe damage 
when treated with BroadStar, even when the plants were dormant at the time of 
application. There is a caution on the label about it.”

WEEDS 
CONTROLLED
• Common lamb’s-

quarters
• Common ragweed
• Dandelion
• Eastern black 

nightshade
• Green foxtail
• Green pigweed
• Hairy nightshade
• Redroot pigweed
• Kochia
• Canada fleabane

WEEDS 
CONTROLLED
• Hairy bittercress
• Liverwort
• Snapweed
• Common groundsel 

(suppression)
• Common chickweed 

(suppression)

Successful weed control in nursery ornamental production begins  
with timely weed control applications. A pre-emergent application  
of BroadStar® on established ornamentals will help keep containers 
weed free. BroadStar’s novel mode of action (flumioxazin) offers an 
excellent resistance management tool to maximize the efficacy of  
your granular herbicide program.

SureGuard® provides outstanding weed-free trees and shrubs in 
ornamental beds. With long-lasting, pre-emergent control of tough 
annual broadleaf and grassy weeds, SureGuard is your sure choice  
for weed control made easy.

PRE-EMERGENT, LONG-LASTING  
BROADLEAF WEED CONTROL IN  
CONTAINER-GROWN ORNAMENTALS

PRE-EMERGENT, LONG-LASTING  
WEED CONTROL FOR FIELD-GROWN 
ORNAMENTALS

BENEFITS OF BROADSTAR
 > Proven pre-emergent weed control that eliminates costly hand weeding
 > Long-lasting residual control – from 8 to 12 weeks – depending on rate
 > Broad-spectrum control of tough broadleaf weeds
 > Quality formulation means no dust and more consistent product release
 > Odorless, doesn’t stain and is not volatile
 > Does not inhibit root growth
 > Excellent crop safety (when used as per label)

BENEFITS OF SUREGUARD
 > Long-lasting, pre-emergent control of annual broadleaf weeds and grasses
 > Low water solubility for long residual control of tough weeds in a nursery setting
 > Binds tightly to soil to reduce runoff
 > Novel mode of action supports resistance weed management strategies
 > Proven pre-emergent weed control that eliminates costly hand weeding
 > Broad-spectrum control of tough broadleaf weeds
 > Excellent crop safety (when used as per label)
 > When tank mixed with glyphosate, provides superior knockdown and long  
residual even on glyphosate resistant weeds

Consultant  
Mario Lanthier

BROADSTAR 
TOLERANT*
TOLERANT TREE 
SPECIES
• Amur maple
• Blue spruce
• Eastern white cedar
• Japanese maple
• Red oak
• White spruce
• Yew

TOLERANT SHRUBS 
AND COVER CROPS
• Boxwood tree
• Creeping juniper
• Sabin juniper

SUREGUARD 
TOLERANT*
TOLERANT 
CONIFEROUS TREES
• Balsam fir
• Blue spruce
• Douglas fir
• Eastern white cedar
• Fraser fir

TOLERANT 
DECIDUOUS TREES
• Green ash
• Japanese lilac
• Norway maple*

* Do not use on maple trees used 
for maple syrup production.

* For plant tolerance on other outdoor ornamentals species, always consult the label and test a small area prior to treating the entire crop. Due to 
variability within and among species, crop growth stage, environmental conditions and application techniques, users should first test SureGuard on a 
small number of actively-growing plants under local conditions and their standard production practices. Prior to treating the entire crop, examine test 
plants for 4-8 weeks for symptoms of phytotoxicity.

One of the  
largest nurseries  
in the province, Quebec 
Multiplants has more than  
50 hectares of production, and 
uses SureGuard on 33 hectares  
of field-grown trees. “SureGuard 
works great for us,” says production 
manager Marc Laganière. “The 
product is safer than glyphosate. 
We have very good control on 
annuals, and I have more time and 
flexibility as the product can be 
applied in the spring or fall,”

“Scentless chamomile is our main 
weed in the field. And in the 
containers, 80% of our weed 
problems comes from groundsel, 
bittercrest, mouse-eared chickweed 
and poplar. We don’t have irrigation 
so plan our SureGuard applications 
with the rain.” 

– Marc Laganière, Quebec Multiplants 
 Quebec, QC

“Using BroadStar 
and SureGuard has been cost 
effective for our nursery because 
we don’t need a lot of people to 
weed, and it cuts down on the 
cost per plant we produce. We use 
BroadStar on most varieties in our 
nursery and experience three to 
four months of control. In the 
spring, as soon as the established 
plants are spaced out we apply 
BroadStar. Our potting takes 
place from April to June, and 
shortly after the plants are put 
down in position we apply 
BroadStar again. When we put 
the plants away for the winter 
in the poly-house, we apply 
BroadStar one more time.”

– Tony Vandenberg, Mori Nurseries 
  Niagara-on-the-Lake, ON

“We have 
120 acres of 
field nursery crops  
and use SureGuard on about  
90% of those acres. We also have  
a 60-acre container yard and use 
BroadStar on select products.  
We are getting at least three 
months of weed control with both 
products. Since we switched,  
we get away with doing most of 
our weed control with these two 
products. They are very safe,  
and we haven’t witnessed any 
phytotoxicity on our crops. The 
products are also very economical 
(compared to other herbicide 
products), and more importantly 
we’re saving the cost of having  
a crew go out and hoe because  
of tolerant weed problems.”

– Mike Sikkema, Maple Leaf Nurseries 
 Vineland, ON

“Our nursery 
produces woody 
landscape material, and the 
majority of it is grown outdoors  
in field and container production. 
We use BroadStar quite widely  
in our container production and 
SureGuard is used in our field 
production. They definitely play  
a big factor in our weed control 
program. BroadStar gives us very 
good control in our containers.  
A fall application of SureGuard  
in the field gives us a good clean 
start in the spring, so that buys  
us time and saves on labour.”

– John Bakker, J. C. Bakker and Sons Ltd. 
 St. Catharines, ON

“We get about 
90 days of control  
using BroadStar, but I’ve seen it 
last most of the season. We apply 
SureGuard to the sides of our 
driveways on the roads and it 
helps us keep a clean farm. Using 
BroadStar and SureGuard has 
reduced our labour requirements. 
It enables us to maintain the farm 
more easily and get things ready 
more quickly. We have more time 
because we’re not spending all our 
time pulling weeds.”

– Brian Garvin, Sheridan Nurseries 
 Georgetown, ON

* For plant tolerance on other outdoor ornamentals species, always consult the label and test a small area prior to treating the entire crop. Due to 
variability within and among species, crop growth stage, environmental conditions and application techniques, users should first test BroadStar on a 
small number of actively-growing plants under local conditions and their standard production practices. Prior to treating the entire crop, examine test 
plants for 4-8 weeks for symptoms of phytotoxicity.

Lanthier and his team tested 
BroadStar on more than 30 plants  
in BC and Alberta.

Broadstar ® SureGuard®

MODE OF 
ACTION
After a pre-emergent 
application and activation 
by rain or irrigation, 
SureGuard forms a  
layer on the surface of 
the ground. As weeds 
germinate – and come  
in contact with the 
herbicide and sunlight 
– cell membranes are 
disrupted and weed 
seedlings die.

NOTE: BroadStar and 
SureGuard have different 
product labels in Canada and 
the United States.

MODE OF 
ACTION
After a pre-emergent 
application, BroadStar 
forms a layer on the 
surface of the container. 
As weeds germinate – 
and come in contact  
with the herbicide and 
sunlight – cell membranes 
are disrupted and weed 
seedlings die.
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with timely weed control applications. A pre-emergent application  
of BroadStar® on established ornamentals will help keep containers 
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excellent resistance management tool to maximize the efficacy of  
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ornamental beds. With long-lasting, pre-emergent control of tough 
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 > Quality formulation means no dust and more consistent product release
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 > Novel mode of action supports resistance weed management strategies
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* Do not use on maple trees used 
for maple syrup production.

* For plant tolerance on other outdoor ornamentals species, always consult the label and test a small area prior to treating the entire crop. Due to 
variability within and among species, crop growth stage, environmental conditions and application techniques, users should first test SureGuard on a 
small number of actively-growing plants under local conditions and their standard production practices. Prior to treating the entire crop, examine test 
plants for 4-8 weeks for symptoms of phytotoxicity.
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50 hectares of production, and 
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plants are spaced out we apply 
BroadStar. Our potting takes 
place from April to June, and 
shortly after the plants are put 
down in position we apply 
BroadStar again. When we put 
the plants away for the winter 
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BroadStar one more time.”

– Tony Vandenberg, Mori Nurseries 
  Niagara-on-the-Lake, ON

“We have 
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We are getting at least three 
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we get away with doing most of 
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produces woody 
landscape material, and the 
majority of it is grown outdoors  
in field and container production. 
We use BroadStar quite widely  
in our container production and 
SureGuard is used in our field 
production. They definitely play  
a big factor in our weed control 
program. BroadStar gives us very 
good control in our containers.  
A fall application of SureGuard  
in the field gives us a good clean 
start in the spring, so that buys  
us time and saves on labour.”

– John Bakker, J. C. Bakker and Sons Ltd. 
 St. Catharines, ON

“We get about 
90 days of control  
using BroadStar, but I’ve seen it 
last most of the season. We apply 
SureGuard to the sides of our 
driveways on the roads and it 
helps us keep a clean farm. Using 
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reduced our labour requirements. 
It enables us to maintain the farm 
more easily and get things ready 
more quickly. We have more time 
because we’re not spending all our 
time pulling weeds.”
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 Georgetown, ON

* For plant tolerance on other outdoor ornamentals species, always consult the label and test a small area prior to treating the entire crop. Due to 
variability within and among species, crop growth stage, environmental conditions and application techniques, users should first test BroadStar on a 
small number of actively-growing plants under local conditions and their standard production practices. Prior to treating the entire crop, examine test 
plants for 4-8 weeks for symptoms of phytotoxicity.

Lanthier and his team tested 
BroadStar on more than 30 plants  
in BC and Alberta.

Broadstar ® SureGuard®

MODE OF 
ACTION
After a pre-emergent 
application and activation 
by rain or irrigation, 
SureGuard forms a  
layer on the surface of 
the ground. As weeds 
germinate – and come  
in contact with the 
herbicide and sunlight 
– cell membranes are 
disrupted and weed 
seedlings die.

NOTE: BroadStar and 
SureGuard have different 
product labels in Canada and 
the United States.
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when treated with BroadStar, even when the plants were dormant at the time of 
application. There is a caution on the label about it.”

WEEDS 
CONTROLLED
• Common lamb’s-

quarters
• Common ragweed
• Dandelion
• Eastern black 

nightshade
• Green foxtail
• Green pigweed
• Hairy nightshade
• Redroot pigweed
• Kochia
• Canada fleabane

WEEDS 
CONTROLLED
• Hairy bittercress
• Liverwort
• Snapweed
• Common groundsel 

(suppression)
• Common chickweed 

(suppression)

Successful weed control in nursery ornamental production begins  
with timely weed control applications. A pre-emergent application  
of BroadStar® on established ornamentals will help keep containers 
weed free. BroadStar’s novel mode of action (flumioxazin) offers an 
excellent resistance management tool to maximize the efficacy of  
your granular herbicide program.

SureGuard® provides outstanding weed-free trees and shrubs in 
ornamental beds. With long-lasting, pre-emergent control of tough 
annual broadleaf and grassy weeds, SureGuard is your sure choice  
for weed control made easy.

PRE-EMERGENT, LONG-LASTING  
BROADLEAF WEED CONTROL IN  
CONTAINER-GROWN ORNAMENTALS

PRE-EMERGENT, LONG-LASTING  
WEED CONTROL FOR FIELD-GROWN 
ORNAMENTALS

BENEFITS OF BROADSTAR
 > Proven pre-emergent weed control that eliminates costly hand weeding
 > Long-lasting residual control – from 8 to 12 weeks – depending on rate
 > Broad-spectrum control of tough broadleaf weeds
 > Quality formulation means no dust and more consistent product release
 > Odorless, doesn’t stain and is not volatile
 > Does not inhibit root growth
 > Excellent crop safety (when used as per label)

BENEFITS OF SUREGUARD
 > Long-lasting, pre-emergent control of annual broadleaf weeds and grasses
 > Low water solubility for long residual control of tough weeds in a nursery setting
 > Binds tightly to soil to reduce runoff
 > Novel mode of action supports resistance weed management strategies
 > Proven pre-emergent weed control that eliminates costly hand weeding
 > Broad-spectrum control of tough broadleaf weeds
 > Excellent crop safety (when used as per label)
 > When tank mixed with glyphosate, provides superior knockdown and long  
residual even on glyphosate resistant weeds

Consultant  
Mario Lanthier

BROADSTAR 
TOLERANT*
TOLERANT TREE 
SPECIES
• Amur maple
• Blue spruce
• Eastern white cedar
• Japanese maple
• Red oak
• White spruce
• Yew

TOLERANT SHRUBS 
AND COVER CROPS
• Boxwood tree
• Creeping juniper
• Sabin juniper

SUREGUARD 
TOLERANT*
TOLERANT 
CONIFEROUS TREES
• Balsam fir
• Blue spruce
• Douglas fir
• Eastern white cedar
• Fraser fir

TOLERANT 
DECIDUOUS TREES
• Green ash
• Japanese lilac
• Norway maple*

* Do not use on maple trees used 
for maple syrup production.

* For plant tolerance on other outdoor ornamentals species, always consult the label and test a small area prior to treating the entire crop. Due to 
variability within and among species, crop growth stage, environmental conditions and application techniques, users should first test SureGuard on a 
small number of actively-growing plants under local conditions and their standard production practices. Prior to treating the entire crop, examine test 
plants for 4-8 weeks for symptoms of phytotoxicity.

One of the  
largest nurseries  
in the province, Quebec 
Multiplants has more than  
50 hectares of production, and 
uses SureGuard on 33 hectares  
of field-grown trees. “SureGuard 
works great for us,” says production 
manager Marc Laganière. “The 
product is safer than glyphosate. 
We have very good control on 
annuals, and I have more time and 
flexibility as the product can be 
applied in the spring or fall,”

“Scentless chamomile is our main 
weed in the field. And in the 
containers, 80% of our weed 
problems comes from groundsel, 
bittercrest, mouse-eared chickweed 
and poplar. We don’t have irrigation 
so plan our SureGuard applications 
with the rain.” 

– Marc Laganière, Quebec Multiplants 
 Quebec, QC

“Using BroadStar 
and SureGuard has been cost 
effective for our nursery because 
we don’t need a lot of people to 
weed, and it cuts down on the 
cost per plant we produce. We use 
BroadStar on most varieties in our 
nursery and experience three to 
four months of control. In the 
spring, as soon as the established 
plants are spaced out we apply 
BroadStar. Our potting takes 
place from April to June, and 
shortly after the plants are put 
down in position we apply 
BroadStar again. When we put 
the plants away for the winter 
in the poly-house, we apply 
BroadStar one more time.”

– Tony Vandenberg, Mori Nurseries 
  Niagara-on-the-Lake, ON

“We have 
120 acres of 
field nursery crops  
and use SureGuard on about  
90% of those acres. We also have  
a 60-acre container yard and use 
BroadStar on select products.  
We are getting at least three 
months of weed control with both 
products. Since we switched,  
we get away with doing most of 
our weed control with these two 
products. They are very safe,  
and we haven’t witnessed any 
phytotoxicity on our crops. The 
products are also very economical 
(compared to other herbicide 
products), and more importantly 
we’re saving the cost of having  
a crew go out and hoe because  
of tolerant weed problems.”

– Mike Sikkema, Maple Leaf Nurseries 
 Vineland, ON

“Our nursery 
produces woody 
landscape material, and the 
majority of it is grown outdoors  
in field and container production. 
We use BroadStar quite widely  
in our container production and 
SureGuard is used in our field 
production. They definitely play  
a big factor in our weed control 
program. BroadStar gives us very 
good control in our containers.  
A fall application of SureGuard  
in the field gives us a good clean 
start in the spring, so that buys  
us time and saves on labour.”

– John Bakker, J. C. Bakker and Sons Ltd. 
 St. Catharines, ON

“We get about 
90 days of control  
using BroadStar, but I’ve seen it 
last most of the season. We apply 
SureGuard to the sides of our 
driveways on the roads and it 
helps us keep a clean farm. Using 
BroadStar and SureGuard has 
reduced our labour requirements. 
It enables us to maintain the farm 
more easily and get things ready 
more quickly. We have more time 
because we’re not spending all our 
time pulling weeds.”

– Brian Garvin, Sheridan Nurseries 
 Georgetown, ON

* For plant tolerance on other outdoor ornamentals species, always consult the label and test a small area prior to treating the entire crop. Due to 
variability within and among species, crop growth stage, environmental conditions and application techniques, users should first test BroadStar on a 
small number of actively-growing plants under local conditions and their standard production practices. Prior to treating the entire crop, examine test 
plants for 4-8 weeks for symptoms of phytotoxicity.

Lanthier and his team tested 
BroadStar on more than 30 plants  
in BC and Alberta.

Broadstar ® SureGuard®

MODE OF 
ACTION
After a pre-emergent 
application and activation 
by rain or irrigation, 
SureGuard forms a  
layer on the surface of 
the ground. As weeds 
germinate – and come  
in contact with the 
herbicide and sunlight 
– cell membranes are 
disrupted and weed 
seedlings die.

NOTE: BroadStar and 
SureGuard have different 
product labels in Canada and 
the United States.

MODE OF 
ACTION
After a pre-emergent 
application, BroadStar 
forms a layer on the 
surface of the container. 
As weeds germinate – 
and come in contact  
with the herbicide and 
sunlight – cell membranes 
are disrupted and weed 
seedlings die.



“In the past, 
our weed control  
methods consisted mostly of 
manual weeding. Since we started 
using these products we’ve cut our 
hoeing crew down by almost 70%. 
It’s a big cost savings for us.  
We are now able to use less people 
and concentrate the people we do 
have on more productive work. We 
apply SureGuard in the fall and it 
carries us through at least to the 
summer, so when we’re in spring 
rush we aren’t wasting our labour 
on weeding. We apply BroadStar in 
our container yard early in spring 
before weeds germinate, and if we 
don’t get it on in time we’ll hand 
weed the pots first then apply it.”

– Bill Putzer, M. Putzer Hornby Nursery Ltd. 
 Milton, ON

Welcome to Nursery Nufarmer,  
a publication for the  
Canadian nursery market from  
Nufarm. Inside, you’ll find  
information about our leading  
herbicides BroadStar® and 
SureGuard®, and comments from 
researchers and satisfied users. 

Nufarm has a proud history  
of marketing crop protection 
products to the Canadian market. 
And through an exclusive 
partnership with Valent Canada, 
we are pleased to market the 
company’s BroadStar and 
SureGuard herbicides to the 
Canadian nursery market.

Every product we sell offers an 
innovative solution – product 
formulations, packaging and 
customer service. Both BroadStar 
and SureGuard offer a new  
pre-emergent weed control option 
for nursery operators. With excellent 
broad-spectrum, long-lasting control  
of broadleaf weeds and grasses, 
BroadStar and SureGuard both contain 
a novel mode of action for resistance 
management.

I hope this information is helpful as you 
consider weed control strategies for 
your nursery operation. If you have any 
questions, please send me a note.

“We’re mostly 
a container operation.  
We decided to try BroadStar to 
add an extra herbicide into our 
rotation with our other herbicides 
so we don’t build up resistance to 
some weeds. BroadStar covers a 
large range of weeds, and that’s 
what we liked about it. BroadStar 
has saved us a lot because we only 
apply one herbicide twice a year, 
in a single application.”

– Vince Bron, Bron and Sons Nursery 
 Grand Forks, BC

BroadStar  
and SureGuard  
have given us a  
valuable tool and our nursery is far 
cleaner than it has ever been. They 
provide the most broad spectrum 
control of any herbicides we have 
used. We have better growth in 
our field and container operation. 
And when we ship our products 
we don’t have to double check for 
weeds. We’re shipping better 
products and spending less time 
weeding.

– John Byland, Bylands Nurseries Ltd.  
 Kelowna, BC

Cédrière Etchemin  
has been producing cedars, 
perennials and shrubs for the  
past 12 years. Owner and manager 
Martin Fontaine is also responsible 
for the production of annual 
flowers at Lizotte Greenhouses  
at the same site.

“I hate walking in the nursery  
and seeing weeds. That’s why  
I recommend BroadStar herbicide,” 
says Fontaine. He estimates that 
BroadStar saves 800 – 1,000  
hours of hand-weeding labour.  

“My employees love this product.”

Fontaine uses BroadStar mainly 
during the spring months in his 
newly transplanted shrubs and 
cedars. He applies BroadStar to 
control his main problem weeds, 
common chickweed and sheep 
sorrel, as well as dandelions, 
quackgrass, lamb’s-quarters and 
pigweed. “I’m very pleased with 
the results and BroadStar is easier 
to use than other herbicides,”  
he says.

– Martin Fontaine, Cédrière Etchemin 
 Saint-Jean-Chrysostome, QC

Nicole Doyon, 
CEO of Béchédor Inc.  
likes the longer residual effect  
of SureGuard. The nursery uses 
SureGuard to control weeds 
between its forest plant pots,  
in border areas and in the middle 
of plot roads of transplanted 
Christmas tree seedlings.

“In the spring, trees are not 
invaded by weeds because 
SureGuard is still working, 
sometimes even into the fall,”  
says Doyon. “The granular 
formulation is easy to handle, 
prepare and apply.”

Renelle Morin 
is also very satisfied  
with the performance of 
SureGuard. She’s the operations 
manager at Béchédor, and that 
makes efficiency particularly 
important. “SureGuard saves on 
the cost of labour to hire another 
full-time employee,” says Morin.

Béchédor has plans to 
incorporate BroadStar into its 
weed control strategies in 2014 
– applying it in spring on young 
potted cedars to control any 
emerged weeds.

Founded in 1982, Béchédor 
operates 18 private nurseries 
in Quebec, producing more 
than 10 million forest plan 
seedlings per year.

– Nicole Doyon et Renelle Morin,  
Béchédor Inc. 
St-Prosper-de-Dorchester, QC
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